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INTRODUCTION: THE NEW WORLD OF B2B SALES
SALES GROWTH IS THE OXYGEN OF BUSINESS HEALTH
Between demand swings, supply chain challenges, and customer health and safety concerns, many B2B sales leaders
struggle to navigate the “new normal” and deliver on growth expectations in an increasingly
volatile business climate. If your job is to drive sales for your company, then you are
probably asking basic questions such as:

m Are we targeting and closing the right customers?
m How can we close business faster without seeing customers
face-to-face as often?

m What new skills do we need to be effective in sales now?
m How can our organization pivot to capture new

opportunities
and make the most of our current sales structure and
investments?

m How do we outperform our competitors in this climate
and drive hypergrowth?

You aren’t the only one asking these types of questions. Your
competitors are doing everything they can to build sales in an
increasingly complex and fragmented industry. They are also
looking for fast, efficient ways to build revenue while still meeting the
changing needs of their customers.
One of the many things to come out of the 2020 pandemic is that B2B sales
have changed forever. According to McKinsey research, more than 80% of business
sales professionals expect remote selling, in some form, to become a permanent part of
the sales process.1

FACE-TO-FACE SELLING IS NOT GOING AWAY, BUT HAS FOREVER CHANGED
B2B sales leaders are taking a hard look at their sales infrastructure and assessing strengths and weaknesses to
identify new ways to transform their sales and drive dramatic growth.
The leaders in B2B sales who aren’t just surviving but are thriving have discovered the secret to success in a
rapidly changing business climate – agility.
Implementing rapid change in a mature sales organization can be challenging. This ebook will outline five areas

1 https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/marketing-and-sales/our-insightsthese-eight-charts-show-how-covid-19-has-changed-b2bsales-forever
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1. OPTIMIZING YOUR GO-TO-MARKET STRUCTURE
To support sales and go-to-market agility, you must have an organizational structure and business model that can
adapt quickly to demand changes. When you consider how complex and fragmented industries such as manufacturing
and construction tend to be, adopting an agile sales infrastructure can be quite a challenge.
There are multiple ways to approach agility. According to The Manufacturer, agility is
“the ability to make cost management, innovation, and sales strategy decisions
with unprecedented speed and flexibility.”2 This may seem hard to achieve,
but some companies have restructured to instill agility into their structure to
capture new time-sensitive growth areas.
For example, an electrical tools and components manufacturer was having
difficulty penetrating all vertical markets and end use customers where their
competitors were well entrenched. Some of their products had become
increasingly commoditized, making it difficult to differentiate and build
sales, while others were highly technical in nature. Some products were sold
for OEM applications and others were sold through distribution. The wide
variety of products, applications, vertical markets and distribution channels
became overwhelming to the direct sales team. They could not successfully
work with all distributor partners and end users, identify all of the vertical market
applications, and determine the unique differentiating factors about every product
from their competitors.

Channel focused
sales and marketing
teams give access
and expand reach into
more vertical markets.

To address the problem, the company reorganized its sales infrastructure and created channel-focused sales and
marketing teams. Each team was responsible for developing customer solutions and sales strategies for a specific
target market. Then they redeployed their best technical reps into their more technical customers and hired a
nationwide manufacturers’ rep agency to handle the other vertical market applications and build the distribution base.
The new structure focused their internal sales team on their highest value target markets and simultaneously
expanded coverage with the manufacturers’ rep agency, resulting in the rapid growth they were seeking.

HOW CAN YOU
ADEQUATELY COVER
THE NEEDS OF THE
CHANNEL?

2 https://www.themanufacturer.com/articles/go-to-market-innovation-five-pillars-of-commercial-agility/
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BUILD YOUR SALES MODEL CANVAS
One way to reassess your business, uncover gaps, and identify new sales opportunities is to create a sales model
canvas. This tool is based on the time-tested framework by Alexander Osterwalder in his book entitled Business
Model Generation.4 The tool helps you lay out a holistic view of nine segments of your business to help you rethink
your infrastructure and make it more agile. To complete the model, assemble a cross-functional team of sales,
marketing, finance and supply leaders to build out each of the areas in this editable Sales Model Canvas template.

SECTIONS OF THE SALES MODEL CANVAS:
1. Cost Structure – Review current costs and find ways to build
more flexibility and increased profitability into the structure to
enable new investments that drive growth.
2. Revenue Streams – Understand what value the
customers are willing to pay for and uncover new
revenue streams.
3. Customer Segments – Break down customers
into unique segments and prioritize your ideal
customer segments as areas of focus.
4. Customer Relationships – Define the most
important customer relationships and
understand the real costs to serve those
customers.
5. Channels – Analyze the channels where your key
customers are buying and ensure you are set up to
serve customers in those areas.
6. Value Proposition – Define the customer needs that your
business fulfills and focus on refining your business and
delivering differentiated value that meets those needs.
7. Key Partners – Explore current partnerships and suppliers to determine how to scale growth, reduce risk,
and acquire new competencies
8. Key Actions – Review the key activities required to deliver your value proposition.
9. Key Resources – Inventory the physical, intellectual, human, and financial resources available to the company.

Completing this framework will provide your sales
organization a blueprint for future success. Building in access
to the right channel customers and end users will allow you to
manage SG&A and drive growth faster.

4 https://www.strategyzer.com/canvas
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2. GETTING A BETTER SALES RETURN
MORE TIME WITH CUSTOMERS
During tough times, business leaders tend to search for areas where they can reduce costs and drive a better return
on investment. When resources are finite, sales leaders strive to find ways to hit ongoing growth and margin goals
with reduced budgets and staff. Doing more with less is a common struggle that is exacerbated by rising overhead
costs and fixed investment commitments.
Adding flexibility to your investment strategy is crucial for continued success when you need to pivot in a dynamic
market. Surprisingly, many business leaders choose to focus on improving organizational areas that don’t have
a direct impact on generating revenue, rather than focusing on areas that can increase revenue, such as sales.
Companies that are best positioned to maintain a competitive advantage in today’s world understand the full cost of
sales staff and how to better align their investment with sales performance.

WHERE TO FOCUS FOR SALES ROI IMPROVEMENT
If your goal is to do more with less by cutting costs while improving
sales performance, there are several strategies you should consider:

5%
Misc. 5%
Meetings

1. Improve the efficiency of sales staff
While most managers expect field sales reps to spend at least
50% of their time selling, the harsh reality is that only 23% of
their time is spent actively selling. This is not because they
are working less or more slowly, but because a huge portion
of their time is dedicated to administrative tasks.5
Finding ways to reduce the burden of administrative
tasks will keep reps selling and delivering more
topline growth. Companies that leverage technology
to automate manual tasks, or hire dedicated staff to
handle administrative work, free the sales reps to move
faster and capture more opportunities.

6%

23%

Planning

Selling

7%

Breaks

10%

Service

22%

General
Admin

By adopting lean thinking, you can identify areas that
require sales reps’ time but aren’t productive or providing a
return, and then automate or outsource them. For example,
contracting with a sales partner to manage lead generation,
lead management, and customer acquisition frees in-house sales
staff to focus on existing customers.

11%

11%

Travel

Client Admin

SALES REP
TIME PER WEEK

5 https://www.paceproductivity.com/single-post/2017/02/09/How-Sales-Reps-Spend-Their-Time
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2. Shift fixed sales costs into variable costs that can ebb and flow with the market
When you consider the full cost associated with maintaining salaried employees, using in-house sales
representatives is expensive. No matter what is going on in the market, in-house sales staff are paid salary and
benefits along with travel and expenses, and they incur other indirect operating costs as well. Leveraging
an external sales force or adopting a hybrid model that uses both in-house and outsourced
reps to sell your products will shift some personnel costs from fixed to variable, giving
you the flexibility to scale costs and personnel during market fluctuations.
For example, the cost to maintain an experienced sales manager
including salary, bonuses, employment taxes, health benefits,
training investment, travel, and expenses can range from
$175,000 to $250,000 or more. If you adopt a sales model
that incorporates an external sales partner that is paid
based on their sales performance, you will not only
gain a higher return on sales but you also get more
flexibility during market swings.

3. Invest in diversified sales channels
Companies that effectively sell across multiple
channels (inside sales, field sales, distributors,
or wholesalers) achieve more than 40% higher sales
ROI than companies wed to a single channel model
(e.g., only key account management and/or field
sales).6 Inside sales reps can handle key accounts
in remote areas or nurture accounts over time to
increase account penetration and loyalty while
channel partners can bring in new business and
increase market penetration.

4. Segment Customers
Leading sales organizations implement some
type of customer segmentation strategy to divide
customers into manageable groups that have similar
needs. They look at different customer attributes
(organization size, industry, location, product usage,
channel, etc.) and pain points to categorize customers
and prospects based on similar characteristics.
Having a clear segmentation strategy backed by data allows
your sales team to focus on customers that are more likely to
value your offering and therefore deliver the greatest return. Top
sales organizations leverage segmentation to grow faster, reduce
churn, and upsell existing customers.
The bottom line: To promote sales agility and cut sales costs, invest in
a diversified sales strategy. Leverage a committed team of in-house sales
reps while working with an external sales partner to expand reach and improve
sales efficiency. Investing in both an in-house sales team and outsourced sales support has
consistently demonstrated a strong ROI no matter what the market is doing. To calculate the full cost of your
sales force, download this calculator.

6 https://hbr.org/2014/04/4-ways-the-best-sales-teams-beat-the-market
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3. ADOPTING CUSTOMER-CENTRIC SELLING
Recent market studies reveal dramatic changes in today’s purchasing journey for B2B buyers, along with some
unprecedented predictions for how things will evolve over the next five years. The future of sales requires even more
agility, and this trend is only going to continue.
According to research by Gartner, B2B buyers want an experience that includes multiple touchpoints between
themselves and suppliers. B2B buyers are using more digital tools and doing more product research on their own
before they meet with sales reps.
This doesn’t mean that field sales experts don’t have a place in the future, but it does mean that their role, as
well as how they interact with customers, has changed. Sales reps need to be prepared to educate customers
and incorporate digital experiences at the right inflection points in the purchase process.
The most successful companies are investing in research to understand their customers’ new buying journey. By
identifying where to provide information, and what level of information and support is appropriate, they are able
to reduce friction in the B2B buying process. More B2B vendors are aligning internal functions such as marketing,
internal sales, external sales, and customer service to provide the right information at the right time in the right way
to promote customer success. Download this Customer Journey Infographic for more information.

80%

of B2B sales interactions will
occur through digital channels7

89%

of B2B buyers initiate their
purchasing journey
independently7

7 https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/future-of-sales-2025-why-b2b-sales-needs-a-digital-first-approach/
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Reimagining the Purchasing Journey
Similar to Gartner’s findings, research from Challenger reveals that 89% of B2B buyers initiate their purchasing
journey independently.8 Since customers are not reaching out to field sellers at the start of the buying journey,
marketing efforts have become even more crucial. It is vital that the brand is shown in strategic places
where the target audience looks for product and solution information. Marketers who increase visibility by
synchronizing social media advertising with email nurturing campaigns can increase conversions from known
contacts up to 64%.9
When prospective customers narrow their search and start evaluating a smaller group of solutions, the sales team
needs to be ready to step in with recommendations tailored to meet their needs. This means being prepared to
engage quickly through the right channel with the right product bundle or solution. The most successful sellers are
ones who have organized tools and communication ahead of time in preparation for the customer interaction.
After the initial customer discussion, sales reps focus on aligning
stakeholders and driving them towards purchase. Unfortunately, recent
Challenger research reports that almost half of B2B purchasing
journeys result in “no decision.”10 This distressing statistic
highlights the deficiency most sales organizations have
regarding stakeholder relationship building and access to
solutions that solve the needs of various organizational
stakeholders. Best-in-class B2B sellers must drive
decision-making through consultative selling and a deep
understanding of the customer’s needs in order to manage
stakeholder expectations throughout the decision making
journey.

Less than 30% of
sales reps stay involved in
post-sales support.11

After purchase, customers report that less than 30% of sales
reps stay involved in post-sales support and deliver what was
promised during the sales process.11 Companies continue to
struggle with how to strengthen competencies in this area. Many
companies are supplementing sales rep participation in post-sales
support by introducing a Customer Success team to handle customer
onboarding, training, and support. Providing robust customer training and
implementation support to improve customer experience has a significant impact on
the decision to renew a contract and drive customer loyalty.
The key to driving sales effectiveness in today’s B2B market is to align sales resources with customer insights in
the way that customers want to buy. This requires a shift in skills from a transactional sales approach to a truly
consultative sales approach. It also requires a fresh look at the best way marketing and sales teams can work
together to serve the customer.

By focusing your sales team on customer pain points and
providing innovative solutions that deliver cost savings,
productivity and safety compliance, you will give your organization
a distinct advantage and the customer will see much better value,
resulting in higher retention rates.

8 https://www.challengerinc.com/customer-buying-behavior/
9 https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/bizo-extends-marketing-automation-with-online-display--social-ads-229078301.html
10 https://www.challengerinc.com/customer-buying-behavior/
11 https://www.infoteam-consulting.com/blog/the-most-important-phase-of-a-sale-is-implementation
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4. CULTIVATING A SALES MINDSET
A critical behavioral concept is skill versus will.12 This is one of the most difficult challenges for any sales manager
seeking to motivate and inspire their sales team. You can invest time and energy into tools and systems that support
the sales process and invest in training to help build sellers’ skills; however, it will not make a difference if your sales
reps are unwilling to embrace the key behaviors that drive success for the organization. With the dramatic changes
that have occurred in B2B selling, especially in the past year, leaders are asking themselves how they can change
certain selling behaviors and make those changes stick over time. Accomplishing this will be essential to creating an
agile sales team.
When recruiting new sales talent, sales reps who have an openness and the ability to pivot to accommodate market
changes are in high demand; however, sales executives still struggle with effective strategies to incorporate agility
into their existing organization and implement behavioral change. Here are a few practical ways to use behavioral
psychology to help change the behaviors of your sales team:13

Identify the Right
Behaviors

Manage the
Pipeline

Connect the
Desired Behavior
with Success
Measurement
Tools

Reinforce
and Reward

12 https://thepeakperformancecenter.com/business/coaching/skill-will-matrix/
13 https://www.membrain.com/blog/five-steps-to-changing-salesperson-behaviors-according-to-psychology
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1. Identify the right behaviors. Buyers’ needs have changed over time, but in many cases, sales strategies have
remained the same, which has resulted in a disconnect between expectations and results.
A classic example of this is having a singular focus on new customer acquisition that results in more prospects
in the pipeline but an increase in business churn. The truth is that 65% of your business comes from existing
customers, and 80% of your profits will come from 20% of your current customers.14 To create the best possible
return on sales outreach, you need to encourage behaviors that create the right balance between customer
acquisition, retention, and penetration goals. The pandemic has created the need for more flexibility and new
selling behaviors, both in customer acquisition and retention. It is critical to take the time now to review and
identify new behaviors that can help you excel in the market.
2. Manage the pipeline. Even with a new focus on customer retention and penetration, the pipeline is still one of
the most important components in the sales process. Although B2B buyers are doing more product research and
becoming more self-selecting, lead acquisition and prospecting are still important to keep the pipeline full to expand
revenue. Rather than continuing to embrace the “go get ‘em” mentality behind filling sales quotas, successful B2B
sales leaders are applying a more strategic approach to filling the pipeline. Instead of having in-house reps dedicate
more time to prospecting and less time to managing customer satisfaction, B2B sales leaders are adopting a “divideand-conquer” approach by outsourcing lead acquisition and qualification so in-house sales reps can spend their
time only converting highly qualified leads. The result is an increase in revenue from new sales and a reduction in
customer churn.
3. Connect the desired behavior with success measurement tools. Sales teams are competitive and goal-driven by
nature; however, most companies still focus on measuring sales success solely against a financial goal. Reps will
naturally gravitate to achieving their goals in the fastest and easiest way, which often results in behaviors that don’t
align with the company’s needs.
For example, driving consultative selling behaviors may
require you to change KPIs from call count to a higher
number of key products presented or sold on average
per call. This simple change drives the team to make
quality consultative calls on bundles of products and
solutions that eliminate customer pain points.
Another common challenge for sales executives is
getting reps to consistently and accurately document
customer information and exchanges in the CRM
system. Convince your sales team to document by
showing them how the CRM data is used to create
sales tools, drive new leads, or provide selling
insights. This helps reps make the connection as to
the “why” CRM data input is critically important to
improving their efficiency and effectiveness.
Tying performance measurement and compensation to
CRM documentation also will help change behavior and
enable sales leadership to drive accountability throughout the
organization.

14 https://smallbiztrends.com/2016/10/customer-retention-statistics.html#:~:text=The%20probability%20of%20selling%20to,customer%20is%20
60%2D70%20percent.&text=80%20percent%20of%20your%20future,business%20comes%20from%20existing%20customers.
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4. Reinforce and reward. Do you use the carrot or the stick? To motivate sales reps, reward and recognition
initiatives often deliver superior results. There are many different ways to show recognition. Some organizations use
gamification with leader boards that compare sales rep results, while others use mentions and congratulations on
internal social platforms, formal recognition cards, kudos shared in team meetings, and awards given in annual sales
meetings. For rewards-driven motivation to be effective, sales leaders must set clear expectations for the desired
behaviors and create a system that provides visibility to encourage those behaviors. They also need to be prepared
to hold their teams accountable to truly make behavioral changes sustainable through regularly scheduled coaching
sessions and a formalized quarterly versus annual performance review.
Behavioral change is one of the hardest goals to accomplish, but it can provide one of the biggest payoffs in the
end. Identifying and aligning the right behaviors to clearly defined goals in a fun and visible way can dramatically
accelerate the success of the team.

WHERE TO FOCUS FOR SALES ROI IMPROVEMENTcoura
m How can I get the team to work with clients in a digital environment?
m How do we describe the importance of targeting and qualifying prospects?
m Why won’t reps document their customer interactions in the company’s CRM system?
m How can I convince reps to sell our lead products rather than the easy, lower priced units?
m How can I encourage them to lead with selling our value proposition and focus on the customer’s pain points
like cost saving, productivity and safety compliance?
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5. IMPROVING DATA VISIBILITY
Business leaders are relying on data more than ever to help them identify new growth opportunities, forecast
more accurately, and adjust selling strategies. Unfortunately, B2B companies do not have a single, simple resource
that provides clean data on-demand to help make strategic decisions. Many B2B sales reps also are reluctant to
keep CRM systems up to date, viewing data entry as a poor use of their time. As a result, business leaders must
be resourceful and find ways to capture relevant and accurate data. They also need to leverage partnerships
and technology to increase data visibility and promote data transparency to improve decision-making for the
organization.

CLEANING OUT THE ATTIC
Forward-thinking companies start by outlining the types of data they need for decision-making and then conduct an
internal audit to document what useful information they already have available. Many businesses are surprised at
the amount of useful information they already have stored in various systems. Once analyzed, that data will highlight
inefficiencies and reveal new growth opportunities.

DATA SHOULD REVEAL A CLEAR PATH FOR YOUR STRATEGIC GROWTH
m Where am I winning and losing? Why?
m Which customers value my offering the most?
m What are my customers’ biggest pain points?
m Where is the sales process stalling?

Valuable insights about customers can be found in internal
systems, such as the CRM database, as well as in external
data sources. Point-of-sale data analytics, for example,
provide visibility into buying patterns by revealing
geographic, industry, and product hot spots in
addition to areas where there are consistent losses.
Unstructured data from sources such as product
reviews on Google, Amazon, and social media
platforms are rich with information that can drive
innovation, provide sales testimonials, and refine sales
direction for products. Ideal customer attributes can
be identified through digital marketing tools when you
review web and social media analytics. Combining data
from multiple sources can reveal new opportunities and
insights that can guide your sales team to focus on bigger
and more profitable opportunities.
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The key is to bring all of the information together to paint a full picture
of your marketplace and uncover growth opportunities in a sustainable
way over time. This is where many companies drop the ball. They
are clear about their business goals and how to apply data-driven
insights, but they are not sure how to operationalize analytics to
achieve those goals.15

FOSTERING A CULTURE OF DATA
ACCOUNTABILITY
Setting expectations and fostering a discipline of capturing data
is critical if you plan to use analytics to generate insight for your
organization but creating a culture of data accountability is easier
said than done. Most organizations struggle with holding staff
accountable for timely and accurate data capture. To make accurate
data capture part of organizational behavior, consider these three
vital areas:

1

Leverage technology – Make sure your sales team has the right tools to allow them to work when
and where they need. For example, many spend time in their cars between appointments or working
remotely. Make sure they have mobile access to sales tools and remote access to internal systems
for documenting.

2

Time management – Teach reps to be disciplined in carving out time to pre-call plan and post-call
document. Remember that investing this time improves their chances for future sales and sets up the
rest of the organization to sell more effectively.

3

Pay for performance – Most of us associate this term with sales growth goals; however, some of
the most successful companies tie sales bonuses and incentive pay to data capture behavior. A
commitment to documenting customer interaction can be a driving factor in sales growth.

FILLING DATA GAPS
Once you organize the data already available and create a process for sustainable data capture, you will most likely
find that you still have some critical knowledge gaps. The next step is to think through different options to acquire
the additional information you need. In some cases, you can access secondary “published” data (for free or for a
fee) from associations, market research firms, and industry organizations. For primary research that is tailored to
your brand and offering, you can leverage external partnerships that provide research expertise. The key is to know
what to look for based on your informational needs. Remember that continuously scrubbing data is a core discipline
that will provide large payoffs.
Data is the new currency. It is what will enable speed to market, the ability to deliver more value for less, and the
capacity to build agility into sales teams. Knowing how to deploy resources based on market intelligence is what
will separate good companies from great companies.

15 https://www.cio.com/article/3600653/maximizing-the-impact-of-data-analytics.html#tk.rss_all
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CONCLUSION
Every sales executive is looking for new and innovative strategies to increase sales and accelerate market share in
a business climate that is ever changing. Finding practical ways to embrace flexibility and make sales agility a core
part of your organization has become essential to future success.
Enlisting the aid of the right sales support partner can help give your organization the agility it needs to expand
market share and generate revenue. Whether you need to optimize go-to-market strategies, improve returns, align
resources, change sales mindsets, or improve data visibility, outsourcing field sales and sales support gives you
many advantages:

m Outsourcing enables scalability and the ability to add new sales support to expand customer access and
penetrate new markets without adding personnel and overhead to expand sales.

m Outsourcing gives you instant sales expertise, providing immediate access to experienced sales

professionals who bring market knowledge and relationships to represent your value-added solutions.

m Outsourcing helps bring channel expertise and key customer access to drive growth in the marketplace.
m Outsourcing helps you support existing customers, providing the support and customer service that is
essential to reduce business churn.

m Outsourcing helps you harness sales intelligence, ensuring that you are gathering the data you need for
better analytics and providing the support to interpret that data.

You can start on this journey by
answering a few key questions to find
your strengths, and more importantly
improvement opportunities.
Click here to create a custom
Business Agility Assessment
for your business.
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ABOUT ONESOLUTION
OneSolution is a highly recognized sales and marketing organization that provides the best access to insightful
market intelligence, strategic distributors and valuable end users. Our service is backed by 35 years of customer
relationships, a history of industrial channel experience, and full nationwide coverage.

WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT?
m National sales team with more than 70 industry experts so you can centralize your efforts
on one team and quickly scale your business.

m Market intelligence reports with actionable analytics that help you focus on the right opportunities.
m National end user campaigns with team implementation support to maximize product adoption and
repurchase.

m Onsite customer audits and assessments with product solution recommendations to elevate your
offering to key end users.
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